
10’, 20’ AND 40’
CUSTOM CONTAINERS SITEBOXSTORAGE.COM

ADDITIONAL SITEBOX PRODUCTS

Our portable offices are assembled 
and finished right in our own
production facility, here in the U.S.A., 
to withstand virtually any setting. 

Let us make your operation more 
productive and better organized. 
Whether you’re looking to purchase
or lease, our unmatched logistics
and resources mean we can provide 
unmatched quality and service.

STORAGE MOBILE OFFICES

LOCATIONS

KANSAS CITYKANSAS CITY

OKLAHOMA CITY

DALLAS

HOUSTON

WICHITA

OKLAHOMA CITY

DALLAS

HOUSTON

WICHITA

NEBRASKA • KANSAS • MISSOURI • OKLAHOMA
TEXAS • NORTH CAROLINA • SOUTH CAROLINA

KANSAS CITY / NORTHEAST KS

WESTERN KANSAS/WICHITA

NORTH HOUSTON

SOUTHEAST KANSAS/WICHITA

OKLAHOMA CITY

SOUTH HOUSTON

NORTH DALLAS / FORT WORTH

  
SOUTH DALLAS / FORT WORTH

GREENVILLE

  

FEATURES AND OPTIONS  
Get what you need in a custom space! Each custom modification can include features like security windows, HVAC 
with temperature control, smoke detectors and fire extinguishers. You can customize with options like ready-to-go 
desks with electrical and ethernet connections, stainless steel countertops, and many other material selections and 
finishes. Plus, using interior fast walls, we can section things how you like, creating offices, or space for storage. We 
can even add plumbing for the addition of restrooms or kitchens.

ADD A KITCHEN OR BREAK ROOM ADD A RESTROOM OR LOCKER

Our process for custom builds starts with a solid framework, similar to our rugged-

ly-built standard designs. SiteBox Storage has more than 20 years of experience with 

this type of design and build process. We customize 10’, 20’, and 40’ sizes,either start-

ing with one of our layouts, or from an open concept. Multi-section builds are also 

available, to give you even more space.

All of our custom units are equipped with high quality finishes and ground level access. 

Units are finished in one of our US-based production or fabrication centers, depending 

on the project. We use treated steel, which makes them water-resistant and pest proof. 

Units are usually delivered with tilt-bed trailers, or they can be delivered and set in 

place utilizing a crane for the perfect placement on your site. Due to the structural 

design of the buildings, they can be placed on almost any level surface.

BUILT BY EXPERTS

MANUFACTURED FOR LONGEVITY

        YOUR SPACE, MADE YOUR WAY

The convenience of a climate-
controlled mobile office, combined 
with ample storage space. Each 20’ or 
40’ foot units, includes both internal 
and external access to storage.

COMBO UNITS

OPERATE ANYWHERE.

We started making portable offices with the knowledge that there’s no easy way to do business from the 

dashboard of your truck. Our goal since 1998 has been to make convenient solutions, with a heavy focus on 

customer service and safety. Today, that means quality, rugged custom solutions in a variety of sizes that 

are way more than just storage or offices. Solutions can be customized in a number of ways, from our exist-

ing floor plans that can be made to order, or from a blank slate - conceived with your specifications.

 

EASY GROUND-LEVEL ACCESS

GREENVILLE  SC,GREENVILLE, SC

GREENVILLE, NCGREENVILLE, NC

CONTACT US 4340 S WEST ST, WICHITA, KS 67217316.524.8700FOR MORE INFORMATION, CONTACT BRANDON DEVLIN AT 4340 S WEST ST, WICHITA, KS 67217316.285.7386  OR BRANDOND@SITEBOXSTORAGE.COM



MADE TO ORDER MODULAR SPACE

SITEBOXSTORAGE.COM

CONTACT US 

40’ TOOLCRIB

CARGO DOORS
HVAC

LOCKERS

LOCKERS

LIGHTING

FLIP
COUNTER

WORK
SURFACE

LIGHTING

CONTACT US 4340 S WEST ST, WICHITA, KS 67217316.524.8700

40’ MULTI-SECTION

CARGO DOORS

CARGO DOORS

GLASS DOOR

DOUBLE GLASS DOOR

HVACHVAC

 *OPTION TO INSTALL FAST WALLS TO MAKE OFFICES/RESTROOM (WOULD INCLUDE WINDOWS)

HVAC

BUILT-IN WORKBENCH

LIGHTING

40’ OFFICE WITH RESTROOM 

CARGO DOORS

20’ TEMP-CONTROLLED DATA CENTER

HVAC

HVAC VENTHVAC

RECOMMENDED
SERVER RACK LOCATION

(Racks not provided by SiteBox)

20’ MOBILE OFFICE WITH RESTROOM

RESTROOM

LIGHTING

CARGO DOORS

HVAC

20’ GUARD SHACK WITH TURNSTILE OPTION

HVAC

TURNSTILE OPTION

GUARD SHACK

WINDOW

20’ RESTROOM MEN & WOMEN

WOMEN’S RESTROOM

MEN’S RESTROOM HVAC

HVAC

We have great standard storage and office configurations readily available, and now we’ve made 

customization easy too! These custom layouts have proven popular among customers, making it easier for 

you to get them quickly. These designs have been used in construction, manufacturing, retail sites, 

and even as portable labs. We don’t place any restrictions on their use and are always open to 

new ideas for custom projects.

CUSTOMIZATION

10’ LABORATORY

PTAC 

UPPER & LOWER CABINETS

CLIMATE CONTROL FAN

FIRE ALARM

WATER HEATER
CARGO DOORS
NOT OPERABLE

40’ RESTROOMS (MEN & WOMEN)
WITH LOCKER ROOMS

WOMEN’S RESTROOM MEN’S RESTROOMCHANGING ROOM

CHANGING ROOM

BENCH

HVAC

LIGHTINGBENCH

SHOWERS
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